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MANGEMENT 

FROM ORIENTATION TO OPTIMIZATION 

 

Ethics is valuable to lead a moral corporation, 

Don’t lie or cheat to avoid complication. 

Globalisation from nation to nation, 

Providing countries with new information. 

Sharing resources with other places, 

Allows for expansion and meeting new faces! 

A key to success is working within an organization, 

Along with people who have lot of dedication. 

Who all work together to accomplish a goal, 

There’s always an opportunity for a Leadership Role! 

Planning ahead to stay on track, 

Organising yourself son that time won’t lack. 

Assign work on time and keep yourself neat, 

Would’nt want to misplace a critical sheet. 

Answering to a higher power is called Accountability, 

Getting feedback and improving is your Responsibility. 

Managers are responsible for all the workers and more, 

Making sure everything is seemless right down to the core. 

Leading by examples is part of their job, 

Encouragement and Feedback without being a Snob. 

Productivity is a key for any kind of Workforce, 

Completing all tasks on time so there’s no Remorse. 

An example of this is being the leader of the team, 

Being incharge of a group is harder than it seems. 

It’s also important to have emotional intelligence, 

Working with people and exercising good temperance. 

The world of business provides such a thrill, 

Due to the workers having the outstanding skill. 

Their intelligent actions caused by their knowledge, 

That they might have gained from University or College. 

 
-Mohit Chowbey 
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STRATEGIC HR METRICS FOR EFFECTIVE HUMAN CAPITAL 

MANAGEMENT

HR Metrics being the key to HR’s seat, having solid metrics is key to demonstrating how 
strategic HR 
uncover strengths and weaknesses within a company and allow you to understand which 
areas you need to focus on improving and which ones you need to capitalize on.  The below 
mentioned metrics and formulas may help to demonstrate and capture the value of numbers.
 
HR METRICS EXAMPLES

1. Monthly Turnover Rate = (number of separations during month / average number of 
employees during month) x 100).

2. Revenue per Employee = total
important when evaluating the cost of a lost employee due to voluntary or involuntary 
turnover.

3. Yield Ratio = percentage of applicants for a recruitment source that make it to a 
determined stage of 

4. Human Capital Cost = Pay + Benefits + Contingent Labor Cost / Full Time Equivalents.
5. HR to Staff Ratio = Employees / Human Resources Team Members.  This ratio is 

important since during the recession HR departments have reduced in n
dramatically.  HR serves as the internal customer support staff just like call center 
customer service employees serve as external facing.

6. Return on Investment = (total benefit 
7. Promotion Rate = Promotions / Headcount.
8. Percentage

Employees/Management Level Headcount.  This formula can also be used when 
evaluating executives at a female level and other diversity categories like veterans and 
race. 

9. Employee Absence Rate = number of
during month x number of days).  I have used this analysis to look at employee absence 
rates for different departments and managers.  Sometimes the best way to determine if 
their is a culture or manager opportu
absences by department or manager.

10. Worker’s Compensation Cost Per Employee = total workers compensation cost for year 
/ average number of employees.

11. Worker’s Compensation Incident Rate = (number of injuries and/
full-time employees 
200,000.

12. Overtime per Individual Contributor Headcount = Overtime Hours/Individual 
Contributor Headcount.

13. Average Employee Age = Total Age of Employe
metric in my mind when looking at succession planning and forecasting staffing areas of 
opportunity as older workers begin to consider retirement.  Also an important metric 
when calculating benefits cost for your organ

14. Cost Per Hire  =  One of the most commonly used HR metrics, this can tell you just how 
much it really costs your company when you hire a new worker.

15. Benefit 
package costs you per employee.

16. Satisfaction  = One of the more difficult to gauge HR metrics that tells you how satisfied 
your workers are.  Satisfaction is more abstract, and surveys are th
gather the needed info for these HR metrics.

17. Tenure =
employees have been with the company.

18. Turnover Costs  =  These HR metrics can surprise many employers and h
just how much it costs you when you lose an employee based on separation costs, 
vacancy costs, new hiring costs, and new training costs.

Some people call leveraging metrics as part of HR strategy.  I like to think of it as a smart 
organization
business decisions.  Part of being a well
examples, analytics, and formulas to determine a program’s success or as part of 
analysis, SWOT.
HR metrics are invaluable for assessing any business and devising strategies. 

STRATEGIC HR METRICS FOR EFFECTIVE HUMAN CAPITAL 

MANAGEMENT  

HR Metrics being the key to HR’s seat, having solid metrics is key to demonstrating how 
strategic HR initiatives can help affect an organization’s bottom line.  HR metrics can help 
uncover strengths and weaknesses within a company and allow you to understand which 
areas you need to focus on improving and which ones you need to capitalize on.  The below 

ntioned metrics and formulas may help to demonstrate and capture the value of numbers.

HR METRICS EXAMPLES 

Monthly Turnover Rate = (number of separations during month / average number of 
employees during month) x 100). 
Revenue per Employee = total revenue / total number of employees.  This is especially 
important when evaluating the cost of a lost employee due to voluntary or involuntary 
turnover. 
Yield Ratio = percentage of applicants for a recruitment source that make it to a 
determined stage of the application process. 
Human Capital Cost = Pay + Benefits + Contingent Labor Cost / Full Time Equivalents.
HR to Staff Ratio = Employees / Human Resources Team Members.  This ratio is 
important since during the recession HR departments have reduced in n
dramatically.  HR serves as the internal customer support staff just like call center 
customer service employees serve as external facing. 
Return on Investment = (total benefit – total costs) x 100. 
Promotion Rate = Promotions / Headcount. 
Percentage Female at Management Level = Female Management Level 
Employees/Management Level Headcount.  This formula can also be used when 
evaluating executives at a female level and other diversity categories like veterans and 

Employee Absence Rate = number of days in month / (average number of employees 
during month x number of days).  I have used this analysis to look at employee absence 
rates for different departments and managers.  Sometimes the best way to determine if 
their is a culture or manager opportunity is through evaluating the percentage of 
absences by department or manager. 
Worker’s Compensation Cost Per Employee = total workers compensation cost for year 
/ average number of employees. 
Worker’s Compensation Incident Rate = (number of injuries and/

time employees ⁄ total hours worked by all employees during the calendar year) x 
200,000. 
Overtime per Individual Contributor Headcount = Overtime Hours/Individual 
Contributor Headcount. 
Average Employee Age = Total Age of Employees / Headcount.  This is an important 
metric in my mind when looking at succession planning and forecasting staffing areas of 
opportunity as older workers begin to consider retirement.  Also an important metric 
when calculating benefits cost for your organization. 
Cost Per Hire  =  One of the most commonly used HR metrics, this can tell you just how 
much it really costs your company when you hire a new worker.
Benefit Cost = These HR metrics will give you an overview of just what your benefits 
package costs you per employee. 
Satisfaction  = One of the more difficult to gauge HR metrics that tells you how satisfied 
your workers are.  Satisfaction is more abstract, and surveys are th
gather the needed info for these HR metrics. 
Tenure = Conversely, these HR metrics help show the average amount of time that your 
employees have been with the company. 
Turnover Costs  =  These HR metrics can surprise many employers and h
just how much it costs you when you lose an employee based on separation costs, 
vacancy costs, new hiring costs, and new training costs. 

Some people call leveraging metrics as part of HR strategy.  I like to think of it as a smart 
organizational business partner who specializes in workplace analytics to drive these types of 
business decisions.  Part of being a well-rounded human resource professional uses metrics, 
examples, analytics, and formulas to determine a program’s success or as part of 
analysis, SWOT.  
HR metrics are invaluable for assessing any business and devising strategies. 

STRATEGIC HR METRICS FOR EFFECTIVE HUMAN CAPITAL 

HR Metrics being the key to HR’s seat, having solid metrics is key to demonstrating how 
initiatives can help affect an organization’s bottom line.  HR metrics can help 

uncover strengths and weaknesses within a company and allow you to understand which 
areas you need to focus on improving and which ones you need to capitalize on.  The below 

ntioned metrics and formulas may help to demonstrate and capture the value of numbers. 

Monthly Turnover Rate = (number of separations during month / average number of 

revenue / total number of employees.  This is especially 
important when evaluating the cost of a lost employee due to voluntary or involuntary 

Yield Ratio = percentage of applicants for a recruitment source that make it to a 

Human Capital Cost = Pay + Benefits + Contingent Labor Cost / Full Time Equivalents. 
HR to Staff Ratio = Employees / Human Resources Team Members.  This ratio is 
important since during the recession HR departments have reduced in number 
dramatically.  HR serves as the internal customer support staff just like call center 

Female at Management Level = Female Management Level 
Employees/Management Level Headcount.  This formula can also be used when 
evaluating executives at a female level and other diversity categories like veterans and 

days in month / (average number of employees 
during month x number of days).  I have used this analysis to look at employee absence 
rates for different departments and managers.  Sometimes the best way to determine if 

nity is through evaluating the percentage of 

Worker’s Compensation Cost Per Employee = total workers compensation cost for year 

Worker’s Compensation Incident Rate = (number of injuries and/or illnesses per 100 
 total hours worked by all employees during the calendar year) x 

Overtime per Individual Contributor Headcount = Overtime Hours/Individual 

es / Headcount.  This is an important 
metric in my mind when looking at succession planning and forecasting staffing areas of 
opportunity as older workers begin to consider retirement.  Also an important metric 

Cost Per Hire  =  One of the most commonly used HR metrics, this can tell you just how 
much it really costs your company when you hire a new worker. 

HR metrics will give you an overview of just what your benefits 

Satisfaction  = One of the more difficult to gauge HR metrics that tells you how satisfied 
your workers are.  Satisfaction is more abstract, and surveys are the only real way to 

Conversely, these HR metrics help show the average amount of time that your 

Turnover Costs  =  These HR metrics can surprise many employers and help show you 
just how much it costs you when you lose an employee based on separation costs, 

Some people call leveraging metrics as part of HR strategy.  I like to think of it as a smart 
al business partner who specializes in workplace analytics to drive these types of 

rounded human resource professional uses metrics, 
examples, analytics, and formulas to determine a program’s success or as part of any type of 

HR metrics are invaluable for assessing any business and devising strategies.   



 

 

FMS HIGHLIGHTS  

 

ORIENTATION PROGRAMME 

 

College orientation programs are key to overall student success. Not only do they help with some of those initial feelings 
of anxiety, but they also provide helpful information on the student experience inside and outside of the classroom. 
Taking this into consideration a student orientation program was organized in SRMS IMS for management freshmen. 
This one-week long event (July 29 to August 4, 2016 ) was designed to help the students have a successful time in 
college, be better prepared and more connecte
This program gave them opportunities to learn more about campus resources, strategies for academic success, ways to get 
involved in clubs, and more. 
The program achieved its objective and we got a very positive feedback from the particip
 

 

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

 
A FDP was organized from 5th to 8th 
resource persons. The Faculty members involved were Dr. Ankita Tandon, Mr. Abhishek Gupta, Mr. Sushil Kumar 
Gupta, Mr. S.K.Suman, and Ms. Priyanka Khandelwal.

 

MANAGEMENT CLUB 

As a part of Management Club,various sports activities were organized on 4
year) actively participated in the same. These activities included Carom, Badminton, Chess and  Table Tennis in Multi 
Purpose Hall (SRMSCET).  The students who
Shubhi Arora & Gaurav Mishra & Anshu Rani &Shashi Gangwar.
In table Tennis the winners were Pallavi Upadhyay and Vaibhav Sharma.
 

 

College orientation programs are key to overall student success. Not only do they help with some of those initial feelings 
of anxiety, but they also provide helpful information on the student experience inside and outside of the classroom. 

consideration a student orientation program was organized in SRMS IMS for management freshmen. 
week long event (July 29 to August 4, 2016 ) was designed to help the students have a successful time in 

college, be better prepared and more connected to the college.  
This program gave them opportunities to learn more about campus resources, strategies for academic success, ways to get 

The program achieved its objective and we got a very positive feedback from the participants. 

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME  

 July, 2016. The faculty members of MBA department had been part of FDP as 
resource persons. The Faculty members involved were Dr. Ankita Tandon, Mr. Abhishek Gupta, Mr. Sushil Kumar 
Gupta, Mr. S.K.Suman, and Ms. Priyanka Khandelwal. 

part of Management Club,various sports activities were organized on 4th Aug 2016. The students of MBA(1
year) actively participated in the same. These activities included Carom, Badminton, Chess and  Table Tennis in Multi 

he students who won in carom (doubles) were Ashutosh Sahu and Pooja Singh
Anshu Rani &Shashi Gangwar. The student who won in Chess was Shubham Saxena. 

In table Tennis the winners were Pallavi Upadhyay and Vaibhav Sharma. 

College orientation programs are key to overall student success. Not only do they help with some of those initial feelings 
of anxiety, but they also provide helpful information on the student experience inside and outside of the classroom. 

consideration a student orientation program was organized in SRMS IMS for management freshmen.  
week long event (July 29 to August 4, 2016 ) was designed to help the students have a successful time in 

This program gave them opportunities to learn more about campus resources, strategies for academic success, ways to get 

 

 

July, 2016. The faculty members of MBA department had been part of FDP as 
resource persons. The Faculty members involved were Dr. Ankita Tandon, Mr. Abhishek Gupta, Mr. Sushil Kumar 

Aug 2016. The students of MBA(1st & 2nd 
year) actively participated in the same. These activities included Carom, Badminton, Chess and  Table Tennis in Multi 

Ashutosh Sahu and Pooja Singh, 
The student who won in Chess was Shubham Saxena.  



 

 

INDUSTRY RELATED SECTORAL PRESENTATION

 

The department of MBA is organizing a value 

on overview of industry related sectors

activity is to create awareness among students regarding the impor

industries in India and also the details of 

in these industries. 

Dr. R. K. Gupta initiated this event by giving valuable insights on Textile 

industry. 

 
 

 

FROM STUDENT’S DESK 

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FRINGE BENEFITS IN 
 

Today hiring and retaining employee talent is a critical factor, and providing fringe benefits can be an effective tool in 
this process. 
Fringe benefits are a combination of wages and benefits such as health insurance, transport facility, vacation time and 
retirement plans, relocation assistance, sick leave, company cars, profit sharing, cantons, etc.
Employers usually provide all employees with annual person
value of the benefits company provides.
Some employees offer unique fringe benefits as a way to create an employee friendly atmosphere and to attract certain 
types of employees. High-tech compani
used for work to their employeees. Other offers coffee bars and free snacks to create a more homelike office feel.
Generally, the more competitive the industry, the more fringe benefits you have to offer to attract and retain top talent. 

 

 
 AMAZING FACTS 

 

• Google’s founders were willing to sell to excite for under $1 million in 1999

• There was a third apple founder. It was 

• According to Amazon, the most highlighted kin
games. 

• Nutella was invented during world war 2
chocolate ration. 

• JP Morgon once offered $100,000 to anyone who could figure out why his face was so red. No one 
mystery. 

 

             

FOSTERING INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY

 

The idea of the learning organization, development from a body of work called systems thinking.
frame work that allows people to study business as bounded objects learning organizations use this method of thi
when assessing their company and have information system that measure the performance of organization as a whole and 
of its various components. 
The commitment by an individual to the process of learning is known as personal mastery. The main benefit
maintaining levels of Innovation and remaining competitive, being better place to respond to external pressure, having 
the better link resources to customer need,. Improving the quality of outputs at all levels, improving corporate image by 
becoming more people oriented, increasing the pace of change within the organization.
For any organization competing today, Nothing
solvers. With practical, simple-to-implement leadership techniqu
creativity in teams explains how you can, create an environment that get people thinking creativity align teams to work 
towards, charge toward a newly innovative organisation.
Strategies capable of producing innovation require resources and energy; it is therefore necessary to discuss in your 
business plan the organizational structures and practices you will put in place to encourage and support innovations.
Teamwork enhances people’s strength and mitigates th
awareness that it is in everyone’s best interested to keep the business growing.

INDUSTRY RELATED SECTORAL PRESENTATION 

a value addition programme focusing 

s every fortnight. The purpose of this 

activity is to create awareness among students regarding the important 

details of employment opportunities existing 

Gupta initiated this event by giving valuable insights on Textile 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FRINGE BENEFITS IN TODAY’S COMPETITIVE ERA 

Today hiring and retaining employee talent is a critical factor, and providing fringe benefits can be an effective tool in 

a combination of wages and benefits such as health insurance, transport facility, vacation time and 
retirement plans, relocation assistance, sick leave, company cars, profit sharing, cantons, etc. 
Employers usually provide all employees with annual personalized benefit statement. This lists regular income and the 
value of the benefits company provides. 
Some employees offer unique fringe benefits as a way to create an employee friendly atmosphere and to attract certain 

tech companies, for instance, may provide ipads, cell phones and other technology routinely 
. Other offers coffee bars and free snacks to create a more homelike office feel.

the industry, the more fringe benefits you have to offer to attract and retain top talent. 

Google’s founders were willing to sell to excite for under $1 million in 1999- but excite turned them round.

It was Ronald Wayne, who sold his 10% stake for $800 in 1976.

According to Amazon, the most highlighted kindle books are the bible, the Steve jobs biography, and the hunger 

Nutella was invented during world war 2nd, when an Italian Pastry Maker mixed hazelnuts into chocolate to extend his 

JP Morgon once offered $100,000 to anyone who could figure out why his face was so red. No one 

INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY 

The idea of the learning organization, development from a body of work called systems thinking.
k that allows people to study business as bounded objects learning organizations use this method of thi

when assessing their company and have information system that measure the performance of organization as a whole and 

The commitment by an individual to the process of learning is known as personal mastery. The main benefit
maintaining levels of Innovation and remaining competitive, being better place to respond to external pressure, having 
the better link resources to customer need,. Improving the quality of outputs at all levels, improving corporate image by 

ore people oriented, increasing the pace of change within the organization. 
For any organization competing today, Nothing is more important than building team of creative thinkers and problem 

implement leadership techniques, Manager’s Guide to fostering Innovation and 
creativity in teams explains how you can, create an environment that get people thinking creativity align teams to work 
towards, charge toward a newly innovative organisation. 

innovation require resources and energy; it is therefore necessary to discuss in your 
business plan the organizational structures and practices you will put in place to encourage and support innovations.
Teamwork enhances people’s strength and mitigates their individual weaknesses. Effective teamwork also promotes the 
awareness that it is in everyone’s best interested to keep the business growing. 

Today hiring and retaining employee talent is a critical factor, and providing fringe benefits can be an effective tool in 

a combination of wages and benefits such as health insurance, transport facility, vacation time and 

alized benefit statement. This lists regular income and the 

Some employees offer unique fringe benefits as a way to create an employee friendly atmosphere and to attract certain 
, cell phones and other technology routinely 

. Other offers coffee bars and free snacks to create a more homelike office feel. 
the industry, the more fringe benefits you have to offer to attract and retain top talent.  

-Indu Kanojia 

but excite turned them round. 

sold his 10% stake for $800 in 1976. 

e jobs biography, and the hunger 

when an Italian Pastry Maker mixed hazelnuts into chocolate to extend his 

JP Morgon once offered $100,000 to anyone who could figure out why his face was so red. No one could solve the 

- Indu Kanojia 

The idea of the learning organization, development from a body of work called systems thinking. This is a conceptual 
k that allows people to study business as bounded objects learning organizations use this method of thinking 

when assessing their company and have information system that measure the performance of organization as a whole and 

The commitment by an individual to the process of learning is known as personal mastery. The main benefits are 
maintaining levels of Innovation and remaining competitive, being better place to respond to external pressure, having 
the better link resources to customer need,. Improving the quality of outputs at all levels, improving corporate image by 

more important than building team of creative thinkers and problem 
es, Manager’s Guide to fostering Innovation and 

creativity in teams explains how you can, create an environment that get people thinking creativity align teams to work 

innovation require resources and energy; it is therefore necessary to discuss in your 
business plan the organizational structures and practices you will put in place to encourage and support innovations. 

eir individual weaknesses. Effective teamwork also promotes the 



 

 

Keywords: strategic human Resource Management, creativity and Innovation, teamwork. 
 

-Vaibhav Sharma 

 

CURRENT AFFAIRS 

 

1. The central government has announced to set up a committee to look into all issues including foreign direct 
investment norms for the E-commerce industry in the country which will be headed by the NITI Aayog  CEO .The 
other members in the panel will include officials from commerce and industry ministry and department of Electronics 
and IT among others. 

2. It’s hygiene brand salons, has appoints Indian badminton star Saina Nehwal as its brand ambassador. 
3. Dinesh Kumar Khara has been appointed  as managing director of state bank of India for a period of 3 years 
4. Ashok Kumar Garg and Raj Kamal Verma has been appointed as executive directors of bank of India for a period of 3 

years  
5. Gopal Murli Bhagat and Himanshu Joshi has been appointed as executive directors of corporations bank and oriental 

bank of commerce respectively   
 

WHO’S WHO: 

 

1. Abhay Gandhi CEO of North American Business of sun pharmaceuticals.   
2. National investment and infrastructure fund (NIIP) appointed Sujay Bose as there new CEO  
3. VLCC health care appoints Syed Safari as MD and group CEO 
4. Assendar –singbridge appoints Sanjay Dutt as India CEO 
5. Suzuki motors appoints scion yoshishiro Suzuki as CEO 

 
 
LATEST GADGETS LAUNCHED  

 

� Lenovo Idea pad 110 :- (Laptop) 
Features:- 

o Dual core or Pentium quad core processor 
o Weight less than 2.5 kg 
o 15.6 inch display (1366 x 768 pixels) 
o 4 GB RAM, 1 TB hard drive, 3-Cell battery (4 hrs battery backup)  
 
� ASUS ROG G x 700 :- (Laptop) 

Features:- 
o 17.3 inch display (3840 x 2160 pixels) 
o Intel core i7 processor (6th generation)  
o 16 GB DDR4 RAM (upgrade to 64 GB) 
o 512 GB SSD and NVIDIA GT x 980  
o GPU with 8 GB dedicated memory. 
o Liquid cooling dock and has a self-sealing value design and dual 92mm radiator that can dissipating over 500 Watt of 

heat. 
-Devanshi Dubey 

 

MAJOR MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS OF 2016 ACCORDING TO FORTUNE 

1. Microsoft is going to acquire (tech)   LinkedIn 
2. $ 11.4 billion acquisition of Fortis by ITC  holdings announced in February 
3. $ 13.6 billion Bid to buy Starwood by Marriott international. (service) 
4. $ 16.6 billion deal for Tyco international by Johnson control (auto parts) 
5. $ 30.6 billion Bid for ST Jude medial by Abbott Laboratories. (medical Appliances and equipment ) 

  
-Sakshi Rastogi 

 
 


